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Abstract: Production process sustainability refers to a manufacturing system in which manufacturing
industries produce products in a sustainable way. In recent years, sustainability has become a
major concern and challenge for manufacturing systems because of growing consciousness of the
effects of their activities on the environment, society, and economy. Different organizational reports
and the academic literature have proposed indicators of sustainable manufacturing that help to
measure product and process sustainability. However, little of the previous research is related to
employee-activity based indicators for production process sustainability. To bridge the gap, this study
identified a set of indicators of production process sustainability based on direct and indirect impacts
of manufacturing activities on employees, who are key resources in the entire production process,
for efficiently applying a sustainability perspective. In addition, the paper provides an evaluation
model for selecting relatively important indicators based on expert opinions. A fuzzy Delphi method
was applied for the screening process of the decision makers (experts). A Delphi questionnaire
prepared with a nine-point linguistic scale corresponding to respective linguistic variables was
utilized to assess expert opinions on the importance of each indicator. These expert opinions were
aggregated for each indicator by using an adopted algorithm that considers the degree of importance
allocated to the decision makers, and the similarity and distance among decision maker opinions.
Lastly, the key employee-activity based indicators were chosen based on the threshold value set.

Keywords: production process; sustainability; employee-activity; indicators; fuzzy Delphi method

1. Introduction

Even though the concept of sustainability is an essential feature of human activities in any
organization, including manufacturing industries, it is a complex problem that considers many
dimensions as an important component of the issue. In the past, sustainability was described mainly as
the quality of sustaining the environment. Gradually, the term has integrated environmental, economic
and social dimensions (i.e., the three pillars of sustainability) to improve the quality of life. These pillars
are expressed as a triple bottom line, which was developed by John Elkington [1]. Previous studies have
commonly considered or assumed these pillars to define manufacturing or production sustainability.
The United States Department of Commerce defines manufacturing sustainability as producing
products by using processes that reduce negative environmental effects, conserve energy and natural
resources, are safe for society (i.e., employees, communities and consumers) and are economically
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viable [2]. In the same manner, the Lowell Center for Sustainable Production (LCSP) defines it as the
manufacturing of products using processes and systems that are non-polluting, conservative of energy
and natural resources, economically feasible, safe and healthy for society, and socially and creatively
rewarding for all workers [3].

In the current global industrial growth scenario, production processes and product sustainability
have received increasing attention [4]. Taking into consideration this opportunity, previous and
current authors have been conducting research on identifying sustainability indicators based on their
own opinion categories, in addition to the triple bottom line, and ways to measure manufacturing
sustainability [4–9].

Basing his work on the triple bottom line expression of sustainability dimensions proposed by
John Elkington in 1997, McKenzie [1] reminds researchers that it is not possible to achieve a desired
level of overall production process sustainability without achieving at least basic levels of all forms of
sustainability (i.e., environmental, economic and social) simultaneously. In the last decades, various
entities have made great efforts to give management and concerned bodies a stronger foundation on
how to achieve overall manufacturing sustainability. However, the identification and quantification of
social sustainability indicators, especially an employee-activity based indicator, is far more difficult than
those of economic and environmental sustainability. Consequently, it is the most neglected element of
triple bottom line reporting [1,5,10,11]. More recently, Ahmad et al. [11] mentioned that developing
and using indicators which are reliable for the social and economic dimensions of manufacturing
sustainability should be considered as an important future research direction.

Employees are core resources of manufacturing processes, for they influence the processes directly
or indirectly while interacting with the production environment. Researchers in human factors and
ergonomics give emphasis on human beings and their relations with products, tools, facilities, processes
and environments used in the work [12], and they utilize data and methods to design theory and
principles to optimize human wellbeing (which is related to the social goal) and system performance
(which is related to the economic goal). From their descriptions, both human factors and sustainable
development are human centered [13,14]. Therefore, identifying employee-activity based indicators of
sustainability by considering the interaction between employees and other elements in the production
area could play an important role in attaining a sustainable manufacturing process.

Recently, UN listed 17 sustainable development goals with specific targets to be achieved in the
coming 10 years [15]. As in any organizational sectors, these goals inspire manufacturing industries
to implement sustainable practices into their daily activities. For example, protecting labor rights
and promoting safe and secure working environments for all workers, equal pay for work of equal
value, decent job creation, education or training, etc, are among the specific targets of the decent
work and economic growth goal; whereas substantially reducing the number of deaths and illnesses
from hazardous chemicals, air, water, pollution and contamination is one of the specific targets of
good health and wellbeing goal. These targets can be directly or indirectly related to employee social
wellbeing. Therefore, identifying and understanding the importance level of employee-activity based
sustainability indicators plays an important role regarding manufacturing sustainable practices that
would in turn contributes to sustainable development goals.

Most previous studies related to manufacturing sustainability measures have used pre-defined
sustainability indicators identified from the literature, to the best knowledge of the authors.
These sustainability indicators have been used as criteria or factors for measuring manufacturing
sustainability without further decisions on their importance. Latif et al. [4] developed a sustainability
index for manufacturing industry using 77 factors in the categories of energy efficiency, waste
management and worker health and safety, respectively, which were identified from the literature and
chosen for consideration by author. In the same way, Singh et al. [16] considered 22 indicators for
evaluating the sustainability of manufacturing industries under economic, environmental and social
aspects, respectively. From these, one can understand the necessity of providing a common method for
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screening the key important sustainability indicators from a list of indicators by using the judgment of
a group of experts.

To bridge the gap, the main objective of this study was to develop a framework to identify a
list of employee-activity based indicators for production process sustainability in manufacturing and
screening the relatively key indicators from the identified list of indicators. This can be achieved
through the following specific objectives:

(1) To generate a list of various indicators of production process sustainability from extensive
literature review by considering ideas related to employees: working environment, satisfaction,
motivation, health and wellbeing, performance, involvement, commitment to the organization,
and physiological and psychological needs.

(2) To apply fuzzy Delphi methods that consider the similarities and distances among the opinions
of the decision makers to develop agreements on the indicators and determine the key indicators
that affect the production process sustainability for further consideration in evaluating the overall
process sustainability index.

Understanding and utilizing of the employee-activity based indicators of sustainability in
production process will be directly or indirectly beneficial for shareholders, employees, and the
country’s sustainable development. With these employee-activity based indicators in a sustained
production process:

(a) The overall manufacturing performance will be improved because of ensured social sustainability
and improved individual employee performance.

(b) Acceptance of the industry product in the market will be increased because it is expected that in
the future, consumers in the modern market will consider the percentage of negative impacts of
the production process on the employees and environment during the production process.

(c) The industry will fulfill the legal requirements set by the government regarding safe and
satisfactory work and workplace environments for the employee.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. An overall theoretical framework that discusses
definitions, concepts, analysis of previous work and framework are given in Section 2. In Section 3,
the research methodology is introduced. This section is followed by Section 4 in which results and
discussion are presented. Finally, conclusion is provided in Section 5.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Production/Manufacturing Process Sustainability

The production process is concerned with transforming raw materials and components into a
product by integration of transforming resources (including the building, machinery, computers and
employees) (Figure 1). In this process, employees interact with raw materials, the working environment,
the process layout, organizational work management, and machinery/equipment. Therefore, it is
important to provide employee-activity based indicators to protect the employees.
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The concept of sustainability initially articulated in the Brundlandt Report defines sustainable
development as the development that meets the desires of the current generation without negotiating
the capacity of next generations to meet their own desires [17]. Sustainability is defined by Garetti
and Taisch [18] as a quality that permits the preservation, retention, and maintenance of nature.
Most researchers argue that the sustainability of industrial activity is a major concern of the
manufacturing sector because of several recognized and emerging causes, such as the reduction
of natural resource consumption, strong government and organizational regulations related to the
environment and occupational safety and health, and customer interest in products manufactured in
sustainable ways.

A manufacturing or production system is of key importance to improving the quality of life
of a society, and such systems are the basis of our civilized way of life. However, it also affects the
environment and society (employees, customers and community) [19]. The design and development of
sustainable production processes aims to find compromises on these conflicting issues. Different authors
have defined manufacturing process sustainability as not only requiring the design of processes to
reduce harmful environmental effects, conserve energy and natural resources, and protect the safety
of employees, communities and consumers, but also requiring that the process be economically
sound [18,20].

2.2. Sustainability Pillars/Dimension

From past literature, it is clear that sustainability is a crucial issue to protect our society from
the negative environmental impacts generated in every industrial activity and to ensure societal
wellbeing, health and satisfaction. Initially, sustainability was described with a single dimension,
which mainly focused on the quality of sustaining the environmental aspect. Gradually, this idea was
further expanded into three dimensions, including the quality of sustaining economic and societal
aspects, which are together commonly expressed as the triple bottom line developed by John Elkington
in 1997 [1,18]. For instance, Vinodh [21], Lee et al. [22], Badurdeen et al. [23], Sabaghi et al. [24],
and Singh et al. [16] consider environmental, economic and social dimensions in their works related
to sustainability assessment. To achieve strong overall production process sustainability, industrial
activities should consider proportionally the pillars of sustainability.

The interrelationships of the pillars of sustainability are commonly categorized into either a
three-overlapping-circles model, in which the influences of the three dimensions on each other are
equally represented, or a three nested dependencies model, in which the social and economic aspects
are dependent on the proper control of the environmental aspects. According to Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek
and Saniuk [25], assessment based on the economic dimension is a traditional engineering focus,
the environmental dimension is a current engineering focus, and the social dimension is a future
engineering focus. In this study, we utilize the three-overlapping-circles model (Figure 2) for the
sustainable production process framework even though the main emphasis is on the social indicators.
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2.3. Relations between Sustainability and Ergonomics

It is generally accepted that overall manufacturing process sustainability demands for a
convergence between the economic development, social equity, and environmental protection.
Since sustainability is a diversified concept, different professions like engineering, design, business,
management, human factors or ergonomics etc. can contribute to its development.

Ergonomics gives attention to human beings and their relations with products, tools, facilities,
processes, and environments used in work [12]. Its objectives are to boost the effectiveness with which
work done and to improve required human values, including enhanced well-being, reduced fatigue
and stress, increased comfort, better user acceptance, improved job satisfaction and quality of life.
These objectives of ergonomics coincides with those attributes addressing pillars of sustainability
and there are strong connections between ergonomics and sustainability. According to Wise [26],
sustainability has largely considered design, business and engineering aspects over the past decades,
however, ergonomics has been much less considered in the sustainability development, despite its
strong relationships with all three pillars of sustainability. In addition, Radjiyev et al. [27] and Ryan
and Wilson [28] confirmed in their literature review that there was insufficient published works from
human factors community to sustainability.

Even though there is a slow start with the ergonomics community with consideration to
sustainability, more recently there has been rising interest and some actions taken to strengthen
the need [29,30]. For example, Cao et al. [5] provided sustainability framework based on ergonomics
that focused on a social pillar of sustainability, whereas in our previous studies Lin et al. [9]
emphasized/focused on the interaction of products with the society across the total product life
cycle and guide the industries to produce sustainable products. The present study specifically
considered employee as the center of the study with the objective of investigating indicators that make
the environment of production processes more suitable for improving health and wellbeing, motivation
and satisfaction, and performance of the employee. A summary review was performed to investigate
the existing literature that correlates the ergonomics actions with sustainable manufacturing, as shown
in Table A1 (Appendix A). As can be seen, there is a need to look into the role of ergonomics in a
manufacturing or production process during the development of sustainability. Therefore, this study
attempts to develop a process-based sustainability framework that considers the interaction of employee
with activities in the production process.

2.4. Related Works on Manufacturing Sustainability Assessment

Sustainability refers to the utilization of resources to satisfy the desires of the current with
consideration of capacity of next generations to meet their own desires [17]. This definition contains
the idea of intra-generation equity that has been a ground for many sustainability literatures to explain
the term. Because of the complexities and diversification of sustainability issue, different approaches
or methods, conceptual frameworks and perspectives are used to define indicators and measure
overall sustainability. For gaining information on the conceptual framework and the manufacturing
sustainability evaluation approach, a review was performed to investigate the existing literature,
as shown in Table A2 (Appendix B).

The indicators and ways of evaluating the overall performance of organizations towards
sustainability usually varies from one study to another. For instance, Latif et al. [4] utilized unequal
number of indicators that measures energy efficiency, waste management and workers health and
safety to evaluate overall manufacturing sustainability index with the help of an interactive model
based on user responses. Bappy et al. [31] considered an equal number of indicators that evaluate the
index for each pillars of sustainability using Analytical Hierarchy process (AHP) and Hierarchical
evidential reasoning (HER) that finally helps to obtain a supply chain sustainability index. In addition,
Ocampo [32] provided a framework that contains three levels for evaluating a sustainable manufacturing
index considering indicators under environmental stewardship, economic growth and social wellbeing
using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP).
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Singh et al. [16] and Cao et al. [5] both applied fuzzy approach to assess manufacturing sustainability.
Singh et al. [16] considered 22 indicators under economic, environmental and social dimensions
whereas Cao et al. [5] utilized indicators under the social dimension only. In general, the majority of
approaches in the literature did not consider all sustainability dimensions with appropriate proportions.
Specifically, the indicators of the social pillar lacks adequate attention [1,5,10].

Despite the fact that strong manufacturing sustainability can be achieved by considering all
sustainability dimensions in a balanced way, a review article conducted by De Oliveira Neto et al. [33]
shows that only 9 out of 128 articles include the social dimension whereas the rest of the articles
ignores it. According to Badri Ahmadi et al. [34] the social aspects of sustainability have been given less
consideration in the literature and practices of sustainable development. Furthermore, Gunasekaran
and Subramanian [35] and Sutherland et al. [36] state that most previous studies related to sustainability
assessment model were developed based on environmental and economic aspects without giving
attention to the social dimension. These have all justified that there has been lack of representation of
the indicators under the social dimension in the sustainability assessment.

Another limitation of the past research is that majority of the studies utilized all the developed
indicators based on their own research objectives and used those indicators directly to assess the
performance of the production process towards sustainability without screening their levels of
importance. Often, the uncertainty and fuzziness of common understanding from the expert opinions
are neglected. Therefore, this study attempts to address these research gaps by developing the
employee-activity based indicators for a sustainable production process and identifying the rank and
significance of those indictors using the fuzzy Delphi method.

2.5. Fuzzy Delphi Method

In multi-criteria decision-making, it is recommended that information is collected through group
decision making and discussion among experts. For this purpose, Delphi method has been widely used.
This method was initially introduced in the 1950s in the defense research and spreaded out in other areas
including environmental, science, societal, technological research and others [37,38]. The definition of
the expert in Delphi method varies based on the perspective and the objective of the survey. In general,
the expert should possess knowledge and practical engagement; capacity and willingness to participate;
adequate time to participate; and effective communication skill [39,40]. Regarding the number of the
expert to be considered in the Delphi survey, Amr Sourani and Sohail [41] mentioned that a minimum
is seven or eight experts, and according to Geist [42] and Ahmad and Wong [39], a range from 20
to 60 expert are appropriate. For instance, 13 experts was used by Sánchez-Lezama et al. [43] to
determine the socio-ecological factors that influence adherence to mammography screening. Ahmad
and Wong [39] considered 10 experts to develop weighted and comprehensive sustainability indicators
for the Malaysian food manufacturing industry. Liu et al. [44] used 17 experts to explore the main
resistance and key factors that affect renewable energy application concerning Taiwan building.

Although the Delphi method can be used to obtain a constant flow of expert opinions, it possesses
the following weaknesses: time consuming, failure to consider fuzziness and data reliability problem
if the researcher failed to select appropriate experts, [45]. For this matter, the Delphi method has
undergone continuous developments and modifications since its introduction [40]. Fuzzy Delphi
method is one of the modifications. In order to account for the amount of fuzziness in group decision [46]
making, Fuzzy Delphi method was proposed by combining the concept of traditional Delphi method
and fuzzy set theory to consider human linguistic preferences in making-decision. Applying this
method to expert group decision can solve the fuzziness of common understanding of their opinions.
This method was also purposely designed for complex and imprecise problems such as sustainability
assessments [47]. In this study, we utilized fuzzy Delphi method because it captures the uncertainty
due to the human factor valuation and thus improves the validity of the features quantification.
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2.6. Employee-Activity Based Indicators of Production Process Sustainability Framework

An indicator is defined as a sign that shows the condition or existence of something. According
to the description of Veleva and Ellenbecker [3], indicators are used to assess and motivate progress
towards sustainability goals. In the same way, the sustainable manufacturing toolkit of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) defined indicators as a well-established means
of defining, tracking and improving performance. In this study, sustainability indicators are defined
as well-defined positive and negative signs for the achievement of production process sustainability,
which are established by considering the interactions between employees and industrial facilities,
the working environment, materials used, work culture, and other factors in the production process.

A production process is a complex process that requires high utilization of natural resources such
as energy and raw materials and the interaction of human operators with machines and working
environments to convert input materials into output products. Besides the products manufactured,
the production process may also involve dissatisfaction, accidents and injuries to the human operators,
waste generated, and environmental pollution. To minimize the negative impacts of the production
process and achieve a sustainable process, research organizations and industries have developed
sustainability indicators for social, environmental and economic aspects. However, most researchers in
sustainable manufacturing have mainly focused on environmental and economic aspect sustainability
indicators and concentrated little on the social aspect.

The social aspect includes three groups: employees, customers, and community. In this study,
our major concern is on developing the social aspect sustainability indicators of production processes,
and specifically on employee-activity based indicators in the production process. The sustainability
framework is developed with four levels. Level 1 is the main goal, which is indicators of production
process sustainability. Level 2 is the sustainability dimension, which includes social, environmental,
and economic or technological factors. Level 3 is a cluster comprising employee safety, motivation
and satisfaction, work task management, production or work environment, workplace waste and
emissions, occupational health and safety, production process safety and flexibility, and human-machine
interactions. Level 4 is a list of indicators. A comprehensive list of employee activity-based indicators
of production process sustainability was formulated by the researchers through an exhaustive review
of the literature (Appendices A and B) and from expert suggestions, as depicted in Figure 3.

The sustainability indicators created were dependent on their direct or indirect impacts on the
safety, health, satisfaction, motivation and performance of employees. For instance, minimizing the
recycled raw materials and packaging used in a production process was identified as one of the
indicators, with the intention of investigating the amount of recycled materials used in the process and
to understand its effects on employee health and safety, which should indirectly determine employee
engagement with the company. The operational descriptions of the indicators are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Operational description of sustainability indicators.

Sustainability Indicator Description

Achieve operators’ wellbeing and job satisfaction States the company performance level towards employee satisfaction, comfort and happiness in their
work and work environment

Reduce work-related injuries and illness Exposure of employees to injuries and disabilities in production process

Provide training to the employees on sustainability Describes how short- and long-term organization plans develop awareness in employees on the issue

Reduce employee turnover rate Describes the status of the company in terms of employee engagement (which indicates the level of
employee involvement and commitment to the organization and job satisfaction)

Reduce work-related psycho-social risks States how the design and management of work as well as the social and organizational context are
considered to control causes of employee psychological or physical harm.

Reduce accidents at the workstation States accidents having occurred to the employees at the workplace

Maintain operator/employee health Explains how employee health and safety is maintained during production activities

Appropriate/fair workload distribution for operators Describes employee numbers of hours worked rates for the production process (i.e., to know
overwork/underwork levels)

Minimize the repetition of work Investigate practices in the company to avoid the repetition of jobs by a single operator, which will affect
the motivation of workers in their careers

Fair percentage of static and dynamic operator movement in
the workplace Describes the workers’ movements in the production process

Work intensity Describes employee daily work in terms of work at high speed or to tight deadlines

Improved working environment Describes how the company establishes a work environment that encourages and enables employees to
reach self-actualization

Minimize/eliminate ergonomic hazards States how company practices reduce physical factors in the workplace that harm directly the
musculoskeletal system and indirectly the performance of the employees.

Minimize/eliminate physical and biological hazards Investigating strategies of the company to minimize the hazards which cause damage to the employees,
machinery, materials or environment

Reduce noise level in the workplace States the noise level in the workplace

Achieve adequate illumination levels at workstations Describes the illumination levels in the working environment

Reduce/eliminate hazardous chemicals Describes levels of hazardous chemicals used for production process
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Table 1. Cont.

Sustainability Indicator Description

Minimize recycled raw material and packaging used ratio Investigates the amount of recycled materials utilized in the production process to know their effects on
employee health

Decrease ratio of recycled water used Investigates the amount of recycled water utilized in the production process to know its effects on
employee health and environment

Reduced greenhouse gas emissions States how industry practices are well established to reduce CO2, CH4 and NO2 emissions to the inside
and outside environments

Reduce hazardous materials Describes the intention of the designer to minimize the level of hazardous materials to be used in the
production process

Minimize reused hazardous waste States the amount of hazardous waste utilized during the manufacturing process

Achieve the thermal comfort zone in the workplace Describes the level of heat generated in the manufacturing environment

Design by considering the human factor approach States how design considers ergonomics issues

Design satisfactory/adequate work organization States how work organization maintains and enhances the efficiency and creativity of employees

Workplace arrangement that allows employees flexibility and
provides them the ability to adapt to changing work conditions Describes how employees are easily compatible with changes in workplace arrangements

Improved process design Examines whether or not the manufacturing process design contributes to the degradation of nature due
to noise, odors, or emissions

Materials component safety and health Identifies the employee injury rates during the manufacture of each component of the product

Manufacturing process adaptability Describes how the existing equipment and machinery are capable of cooperating among themselves and
with human workers

Safe process design for the employee States how employee safety is considered in the production process

Use machinery and equipment with compatible signals and
displays

Describes how signals and displays are easily accessible and understandable by the employees, which will
improve the efficiency of the employees

Use machinery and equipment with compatible control Describes how easily accessible and understandable controls are to the employees, which will affect the
efficiency of the employees

Maintain manufacturing process that adapts fast and efficiently
to changing conditions Describes how manufacturing processes are easily re-configurable
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3. Research Methodology

3.1. Data Description and Methods for Analysis

Sustainability problems often include high degrees of vagueness and subjectivity derived from
human judgment. This study was conducted using data collected by a questionnaire survey of experts
from December 2018 to March 2019. The 33 indicators of production process sustainability (Figure 3)
established from related literature were used as input for the questionnaire. Then the survey was
conducted by sending an e-mail questionnaire to academicians (university professors), researchers,
industrial managers and experts. The expert was selected based on purposive sampling. A total of 35
experts were invited to participate in the survey. Of the 35, 30 appropriately finished the questionnaire;
the response rate was 85.71%. As mentioned in the Section 2.5 of this manuscript, the number of
experts participated in the survey is within the specified range according to our literature review. In the
questionnaire, basic information (job category, qualifications and work experience), a short description
of the topic, and the definitions of indicators with response alternatives were included. The profile of
these experts are as depicted in Table 2.

Table 2. The expert profile.

Expert’s Background No % Expert’s
Qualification No % Expert’s Work

Experience No %

Industrial Expert 8 27% PhD 5 17% Above 20 Years 9 30%

Academician/University
professor 2 7% Master’s Degree 13 43% 15–20 Years 1 3%

Researcher 14 47% Bachelor Degree 7 23% 10–15 years 4 13%

Industrial manager 6 20% Diploma 5 17% 5–10 years 9 30%

30 100% 30 100%
Below 5 years 7 23%

30 100%

The emphasis of the survey was to ask the experts to give their opinions on the importance of
each employee activity-based indicator for production process sustainability according to linguistic
terms and corresponding fuzzy numbers, as indicated in Table A3 (Appendix C) [48].

Sustainability assessment problems consist of difficulties along with a series of doubts and ambiguity.
To handle this difficult problem, it is more useful to consider linguistic values or fuzzy numbers
than conventional quantitative expressions. Fuzzy numbers are classified as TFN, trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers, and Gaussian fuzzy numbers, depending on the nature or shape of the membership function.
This study utilized triangular fuzzy numbers because they are easy to use in promoting representation
and information processing [49]. The representations of triangular fuzzy numbers to the corresponding
linguistic terms applied in the study are shown in Figure A1 (Appendix D)

To perform TFN, this study utilized the Fuzzy Delphi method, which is mostly applied in
engineering, management, business and the physical sciences for screening processes by employing
a fuzzy set to represent opinions from experts [50]. Vagueness and uncertainty associated with
sustainability assessment are resolved by fuzzy techniques that depend on the assumptions of the
main aspects of human judgement and thoughts, which are linguistic terms or labels of a fuzzy scale.
The detailed procedure of the fuzzy Delphi method applied in this study to determine group fuzzy
opinions of experts on each indicator is shown in Figure 4.
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According to Hsu and Chen [51], experts’ opinions can be aggregated based on similarity, in which
a similarity index is introduced to measure the consistency of each expert with other experts. Lee [52]
combined expert opinions using the distance between one expert’s opinions and those of others.
Expert opinion aggregation considering either similarity or distance between opinions independently
will lead to a loss of information. Therefore, this study considers the similarity and distance between
the experts’ opinions equally to arrive at the group consensus for the indicators from individual expert
opinions through the algorithm that as stated below and analysis were performed in MATLAB software
(version R2018b):

Step 1: For each indicator, organize the linguistic values of the TFNs that are the minimum (a),
optimum (b) and maximum (c) of all expert (decision maker) opinions. i.e., EOi = (ai, bi, ci) f or, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
Where, n is the total number of decision makers participating in the survey (which is 30 for this study)
and EOi is the ith expert opinion.
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Step 2: Calculate the similarity S(EOi, EO j) between each pair of experts’ opinions EOi = (ai, bi, ci)

and EO j =
(
a j, b j, c j

)
for all decision makers (Equation (1)) [53]:

S
(
EOi, EO j

)
= 1−

[(
/ai − a j/ + /bi − b j/ + /ci − c j/

)
/3

]
(1)

For i = j, S
(
EOi, EO j

)
= 1 and S

(
EOi, EO j

)
= S

(
EO j, EOi

)
Step 3: Determine the distance d

(
EOi, EOj

)
among pairs of decision makers opinions EOi = (ai, bi, ci)

and EO j = (a j, b j, c j) for all decision makers by Equations (2) and (3) below [54].

D
(
EOi, EO j

)
=

1
2
{max(/ai − a j/, /ci − c j/) + /bi − b j/} (2)

Then define the normalized distance:

d
(
EOi, EO j

)
= D

(
EOi, EO j

)
/maxi, jD

(
EOi, EO j

)
(3)

For i = j, d
(
EOi, EO j

)
= 0 and d

(
EOi, EO j

)
= d

(
EO j, EOi

)
Step 4: Calculate the consistency degree r

(
EOi, EO j

)
between each pair of experts’ opinions

(Equation (4)) [55] for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n

r
(
EOi, EO j

)
= αS

(
EOi, EO j

)
+ (1− α)

[
1− d

(
EOi, EO j

)]
(4)

The value of α used in this study is 0.5, which indicates for the consistency of experts’ opinions
that the similarity and distance between the experts’ opinions are equally important.

Step 5: Determine the level of significance of each expert considering their working experience.
In this study, the working experience of the experts who participated in the survey were classified in
years of experience: <5, 5–10, 10–15, 15–20, and >20. The summary of the level of significance (ei) for
each decision maker (expert) is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Significance level of experts.

Expert Value of Expert
Years of Experience

Expert Degree
of Importance Expert Value of Expert Years

of Experience
Expert Degree
of Importance

E1 5 0.0580 E16 5 0.0580
E2 1 0.0120 E17 1 0.0120
E3 5 0.0580 E18 4 0.0470
E4 1 0.0120 E19 2 0.0230
E5 5 0.0580 E20 3 0.0350
E6 2 0.0230 E21 5 0.0580
E7 2 0.0230 E22 2 0.0230
E8 1 0.0120 E23 1 0.0120
E9 1 0.0120 E24 3 0.0350
E10 3 0.0350 E25 5 0.0580
E11 2 0.0230 E26 5 0.0580
E12 2 0.0230 E27 2 0.0230
E13 5 0.0580 E28 2 0.0230
E14 1 0.0120 E29 3 0.0350
E15 2 0.0230 E30 5 0.0580

Step 6: Determine the weighted consistency degree C(Ei) for each decision maker Ei for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n
using Equation (5):

C(Ei) =
n∑

j=1

r(EOi, EO j)e j (5)
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Step 7: Determine the combined weight w(Ei) of decision maker Ei for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n using
Equation (6):

w(Ei) = C(Ei)/
n∑

j=1

C(E j) (6)

Step 8: Combine fuzzy opinion for each indicator ‘I’ into a group fuzzy opinion
∼

RI by
Equation (7) [43,55]:

R̃I =
n∑

i=1

w(Ei)(.)EOi (7)

Which means,

R̃I =
{
(w(E1)a1 +w(E2)a2 + . . .+ w(En)an), (w(E1)b1

+w(E2)b2 + . . .+ w(En)bn) , (w(E1)c1 + w(E2)c2 + . . .+ w(En)cn)
}

R̃I = (aI, bI, cI)For, I = 1, 2 . . . , 33

3.2. Defuzzification

For each created sustainability indicator, the fuzzy group opinion is obtained in the triangular
fuzzy number values using the stated algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary to utilize defuzzification
for fuzzy values associated with each production process sustainability indicator. Defuzzification
is a method to change the fuzzy numbers into crisp real numbers. Even though there are a number
of defuzzification techniques, mean of maximum, center-of-area (CoA), center of gravity (CoG) and
alpha-cut methods are the most common approaches [43,56]. This study applies the center of gravity
method to create crisp values [57]. The defuzzified values of the fuzzy numbers can be obtained from
Equation (8).

De f uzzi f ied = (aI + bI + cI)/3 (8)

To select the key sustainability indicators, this study considers the threshold value in the form of
the average value for each cluster. The indicators with crisp real values greater than the independently
set average value for each cluster were retained.

3.3. Reliability of Questionnaire

Reliability helps for evaluating the degree to which a measurement of phenomenon offers
stable and consistent result. In addition, it is also concerned with the repeatability of a measure.
The researchers can test the reliability of their instruments (questionnaire items) in order to know
to what extent they can say that the data are consistent [58]. The most frequently used internal
consistency or reliability measure is Cronbach Alpha Coefficient. It is considered as the best suitable
measure of reliability when making use of Likert scales [59]. For this study, we test the reliability of
the questionnaire in order to know whether all items in the questionnaire consistently measure the
performance of production process towards sustainability. For this purpose, the study determined the
Cronbach Alpha for a sample of 30 decision makers (experts) in SPSS software (version 20). The value
of Cronbach Alpha obtained was 0.898, which is greater than the commonly used tolerable value (0.7).

4. Results and Discussion

Results

Theoretically, the total life cycle approach for sustainability assessment of manufacturing
industries considers the pre-manufacturing process, the manufacturing process, use and post-use.
Different organizations and researchers have identified a number of sustainability indicators with their
own defined objectives and scopes by considering the sustainability dimension as their professional
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basis. This study has identified a number of sustainability indicators of production and manufacturing
process parts by considering employee-activities as the basis.

The listed indicators were identified by considering their direct and indirect impacts on employee
health, safety, satisfaction, motivation and performance. Then screening of the key indicators was
determined by the expert survey and the fuzzy Delphi method, which was applied for analysis.
Because of the participation of a number of experts who provided opinions on the decisions of the
relative importance of sustainability indicators, the fuzzy Delphi method was also used to solve the
fuzziness (i.e., uncertainty and imprecision) of the common understanding of the expert opinions.
To obtain the group fuzzy opinions for each indicator, the study utilized a fuzzy Delphi method
algorithm that considers the rank of significant decision makers based on their working experience
and the similarity and distance between the expert opinions.

The analysis was performed in MATLAB software (version R2018b). Table 4 lists, for each
indicator, the group fuzzy opinion and its corresponding defuzzified values. For instance; 0.9054,
0.9004, and 0.7687 are defuzzified values (average values) of safe process design for employee, reduce
accidents at workstations and appropriate or fair workload distribution for the operator’s indicators
respectively. The employee-activity based sustainable production process indicators showed a crisp real
value (defuzzified value) higher than the average value given priority in the implementation process.
According to the analysis conducted in the study, 16 relatively important indicators were identified,
as shown in Table 4.

The descriptions of the sustainability indicators selected as relatively important from the expert
survey are given and linked to seven clusters derived from employee-activity related production
process sustainability (as shown in Appendix E).

(a) Employee safety, motivation and satisfaction: Of the seven indicators, three were retained.
Reduce accidents in the workstation had the highest score of 0.9004, followed by maintain
operator or employee health and reduce work-related injuries and illness.

(b) Work task management: Appropriate workload distributions for the operators, with a value of 0.7687,
and work intensity, with a value of 0.7630, were retained from the four sustainability indicators.

(c) Production/work environment: Of six indicators, four were retained. Minimize or eliminate
ergonomic hazards had the highest value of 0.8754, followed by improve the working environment,
minimize or eliminate physical and biological hazards, and eliminate or reduce hazardous
chemicals used in the production process.

(d) Workplace waste and emissions: Only reduce to zero or minimize greenhouse gas emissions was
retained; its value was 0.7467.

(e) Occupational health and safety: Reduce hazardous materials, with a value of 0.8010, and achieve
the thermal comfort zone in the working environment, with a value of 0.7827, were retained.

(f) Production process safety and flexibility: Of the seven sustainability indicators, three were
retained, as follows: Safe process design for the employee had the highest value of 0.9054,
followed by design considering the human factor approach and materials component safety
and health.

(g) Employee-machine interaction: Of the three indicators, only use machinery and equipment with
compatible signals and displays, with a value of 0.8156, was retained.
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Table 4. Combined group opinions on importance of employee-activity based sustainable production process indicators.

Cluster Indicator
No.

Indicators
Group Fuzzy Opinion Defuzzified

Value
Screening

ResultMin. Opt. Max.

Employee Safety,
Motivation and

Satisfaction

I1 Achieve operators’ well-being and job satisfaction 0.6901 0.8151 0.9206 0.8086 -
I2 Reduce work related injuries and illness 0.7625 0.8875 0.9555 0.8685 Accepted
I6 Provide employee training on sustainability issue 0.6985 0.8235 0.9249 0.8156 -
I7 Reduce employee turnover ratio 0.6382 0.7632 0.8727 0.7580 -
I9 Reduce work-related psycho-social risks 0.6949 0.8199 0.9287 0.8145 -
I11 Reduce accidents at workstations 0.7972 0.9222 0.9817 0.9004 Accepted
I15 Maintain operator/employee health 0.7916 0.9166 0.9802 0.8961 Accepted

Work Task
Management

I3 Appropriate/fair workload distribution for the operators 0.6493 0.7743 0.8826 0.7687 Accepted
I4 Minimize the repetition of work 0.5546 0.6777 0.7991 0.6771 -
I5 Fair percentage of static and dynamic worker movements 0.5189 0.642 0.7601 0.6403 -
I17 Work intensity 0.6443 0.7693 0.8755 0.7630 Accepted

Production/Work
Environment

I8 Improved working environment 0.7258 0.8508 0.9423 0.8396 Accepted
I10 Minimize/eliminate ergonomic hazards 0.7696 0.8946 0.9619 0.8754 Accepted
I12 Minimize/eliminate physical and biological hazards 0.7337 0.8587 0.9448 0.8457 Accepted
I13 Reduce noise levels at workstations 0.6777 0.8027 0.916 0.7988 -
I14 Achieve adequate illumination levels at workstations 0.7144 0.8403 0.9175 0.8241 -
I16 Eliminate/reduce hazardous chemicals used in the manufacturing process 0.7297 0.8547 0.9431 0.8425 Accepted

Workplace waste
and Emissions

I18 Minimize recycled raw materials & packaging used ratio 0.4327 0.5488 0.6638 0.5484 -
I20 Decrease ratio of recycled water used for the manufacturing process 0.4126 0.5247 0.6389 0.5254 -
I21 Reduce to zero/minimize greenhouse gas emissions 0.6296 0.7531 0.8574 0.7467 Accepted

Occupational
Health and Safety

I19 Reduce hazardous materials 0.69 0.815 0.8979 0.8010 Accepted
I22 Minimize reused hazardous waste in the manufacturing process 0.6054 0.7263 0.8176 0.7164 -
I23 Achieve the thermal comfort zone in the working environment 0.6628 0.7878 0.8976 0.7827 Accepted

Production
Process Safety and

Flexibility

I24 Design by considering the human factor approach 0.718 0.843 0.9202 0.8271 Accepted
I25 Design satisfactory/adequate work organization 0.6649 0.7916 0.9054 0.7873 -

I27
Workplace arrangement that allows employee flexibility and provides them the

ability to adapt to changing work conditions 0.6727 0.7965 0.8922 0.7871 -

I29 Improve process Design 0.6993 0.8234 0.9136 0.8121 -
I30 Materials component safety and health 0.7105 0.8355 0.921 0.8223 Accepted
I31 Manufacturing Process Adaptability 0.6707 0.7957 0.902 0.7895 -
I32 Safe process design for the employee 0.8031 0.9281 0.9851 0.9054 Accepted

Employee-Machine
Interaction

I26 Use machinery and equipment with compatible signals and displays 0.696 0.821 0.9297 0.8156 Accepted
I28 Use machinery and equipment with compatible control 0.6779 0.8029 0.8996 0.7935 -

I33
Maintain manufacturing processes that adapt to changing conditions in fast and

efficient ways 0.6631 0.7881 0.8981 0.7831 -
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5. Discussion

As mentioned in the theoretical background, the problem of production process sustainability has
been addressed through proper consideration of the factors affecting the three pillars of sustainability
dimension. Previous relevant studies focused either on the environment and economics or on the
overall sustainability dimension.

In the literature review, it was shown that the attention given to social indicators was less than
expected and even that most studies have considered social indicators that are too broad [5]. In addition,
the Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Saniuk [25] sustainability view states that social sustainability is a
future engineering focus, which led the researchers to further work on identifying social indicators in
specific ways for sustainability assessment.

To fill the gap to some extent, this study established a list of sustainability indicators from the
perspective of direct and indirect impacts of manufacturing or production activities on employee health,
wellbeing, motivation, performance, characteristics and behavior. The literature review, research team
suggestions and organizational reports (such as corporate social responsibility [60]) were used as the
background for the identification of the indicators. Consistent with the literature review and research
team opinions, the average scores given to all indicators by the experts who participated in the survey
showed that they are all important, very important and extremely important factors for evaluating
production process sustainability (Table 4). In addition, the study provides a screening process to
identify the most influential indicators. This would help the company to plan resources accordingly
for evaluating the sustainability of the production process.

Previous studies utilized lists of sustainability indicators identified from literature review,
organizational reports and standards, without assessing the relative importance of these indicators.
To solve this problem, the study developed a systematic method that identifies the key important
indicators. The screening procedures of the importance of indicators of production process sustainability
were determined with an expert survey conducted with the fuzzy Delphi method. The fuzzy Delphi
method considers human linguistic preferences by combining fuzzy theory and the traditional Delphi
methods in decision-making. This method provides an advantage over traditional Delphi methods
in that it helps to solve the uncertainty and imperfection associated with expert opinions on the
decisions of the importance of each indicator during the questionnaire survey process. The experts
who participated in the survey were industrialists, professors, researchers and industrial managers
with different work experiences on production process sustainability, and this variety affected the
process of aggregating individual opinions into group consensus. To overcome this effect, the study
determined the degree of importance of the experts according to years of experience and the similarity
and distance between expert opinions in an individual opinion aggregation process.

The study developed a sustainability framework that included seven clusters, in which similar
category indicators were grouped into their relevant clusters. The decision to prioritize the importance
of sustainability indicators depended on the separately-set thresholds for each cluster obtained from
the average values of members in each cluster. For instance, the threshold value of production/work
environment cluster was 0.8377, which was obtained by averaging the respective real/defuzzified
values of indicators included in the cluster. Among all members of this cluster, those indicators with
greater values than the threshold were considered as the most influential indicators to achieve social
sustainability of the organization.

The identified and validated indicators in this study improves the overall performance of
industries towards sustainability because they are affecting the employee health, performance or
efficiency, motivation to the work, and their innovative capacity. For instance, accidents in workstation
and work-related injuries and illness can lead to bad employee health condition, and in turn reduce
their productivity and increase absenteeism. Therefore, this the present study includes the reduction
of accidents in workstations and work-related injuries and illness as sustainable production process
indicators. In the similar manner, greenhouse gases (GHGs) emissions, chemicals, physical and
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biological hazards can cause destruction to the environment and subsequently to the employee health.
That is why we include the reduction of GHGs emissions and hazards as sustainability indicators.

The review articles by Oliveira Neto et al. [33] shows that reduction of greenhouse gases emissions,
and replacing chemicals and/or toxic inputs by organic products are some of actions towards achieving
a strong sustainability. This is consistent with our present identified and validated sustainability
indicators under the categories of environmental aspects.

According to the review and analysis of social indicators of manufacturing sectors conducted by
Ahmad et al. [11], sustainability assessment studies (under literature survey) mainly consider indicators
that determine the essential labor rights like salary, freedom of collective bargaining, equal opportunity,
freedom of association, etc. under the category of workers/employees. However, indicators that
evaluate labor satisfaction (for example, turnover, absenteeism, etc.) were not included in the reviewed
studies. The indicators developed in the present study under the employee safety, motivation and
satisfaction cluster can be used to determine the worker satisfaction and should not be neglected.

In our previous work by Lin et al. [9] a total of 40 sustainability indictors or factors were developed
based on the interaction of product with the society. The importance level of these indicators was
investigated by experts (management decision makers). The survey result showed that product
safety, product serviceability, product quality, product usability, liquid and solid particulate emission
turned out to be the indicators that highly contribute to the product sustainability, as compared to
the other identified indicators based on the interaction of product with the society. Whereas in our
present study focusing on employee activity in the workplace, safe process design for the employee,
reducing accidents at workstations, maintaining operator/employee health, minimizing or eliminating
ergonomic hazards and reducing work related injuries and illnesses achieved the maximum agreement
regarding their contribution to a sustainable production process among the experts (management
decision makers) participated in the survey.

In general, every manufacturing firm considers the pre-manufacturing, manufacturing, use,
and post-use stages of a product’s life cycle. Overall, the effects of an established list of sustainability
indicators are classified into these four stages of the product life cycle for manufacturing sustainability
assessment [61,62]. Many previous studies have stated that the social dimension indicators are
less represented as compared to the other sustainability dimension [10,11,25]. Our present study,
by establishing sustainability indicators affecting directly or indirectly employee in the production
process contribute to fill the gap of social dimension. To evaluate overall sustainability, it requires
a comprehensive approach considering both the effects of product design on the user and the
environment, and the effects of the production process on the worker and workplace environment.
This can be achieved by a combined and integrated application of the employee activity-based indicators
developed in this study and the product-design-based indicators developed in previously towards a
total ergonomics or user-and employee-centered sustainability approach in the future.

6. Conclusions

Manufacturing industries are forced by governmental policy and user interests to measure
and quantify the sustainability of their activities to produce products in sustainable ways.
However, achieving production process sustainability is a complex problem that can be measured by
the influence of the manufacturing system on the environment, employees, customers, community
and economy. The identification of indicators of sustainability with specified objectives and ways of
selecting relatively important indicators represents an operational method to minimize the complexity
associated with the sustainability problem.

In this study, indicators of production process sustainability were identified by considering direct
and indirect influences of the manufacturing system on the employee-activity. These indicators are
classified into their own pillars of sustainability (i.e., social, environmental, economic and technological)
and seven clusters. The sustainability clusters considered in the sustainability framework are
employee safety, motivation and satisfaction; work task management; production or work environment;
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workplace waste and emissions; occupational health and safety; production process safety and flexibility;
and employee—machine interaction. In addition, the key important indicators were selected by using
a fuzzy Delphi method. A Delphi questionnaire based on linguistic variables was designed to collect
expert opinions on the importance of each indicator for determining production process sustainability.
The consistency of the data was examined using Cronbach’s alpha, and in this study, the Cronbach’s
alpha of the data was 0.898, which is greater than the minimum acceptable value. The overall fuzzy
opinion for each indicator was obtained based on the degree of significance of the decision makers
(experts) and the similarity and distance among expert opinions. Then the threshold or average values
associated with the sustainability clusters were used to select the key important indicators from the list
of identified indicators.

The contribution of this study is that it improves the representation of social indicators in the
evaluation of production process sustainability and provides a mechanism for screening the critical
employee-activity based sustainability indicators from a list of established ones. In addition, the result
of the study guide company policy makers to allocate the resources that improve their performance
towards sustainable production process, which directly and indirectly improve employee performance,
safety and health. One limitation of the current study is that the composition of the participant is
limited to researchers, university professors, industrial expert and managers. For future research
direction it would be interesting, to include the workers and other stakeholders in the questionnaire
to evaluate the sustainability indicators for different point of view. And also, it will be worthy to
focus on how to measure and quantify each relatively important indicator, how to generate a model
to obtain overall sustainable production process values, and how to implement them in a selected
manufacturing firm.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Summary of studies on relations between Ergonomics and manufacturing sustainability.

No. Objective Methodology Authors

1 To provide social sustainability evaluation structure from the
viewpoint of ergonomics Weighted Mamdani fuzzy inference system(FIS) Cao et al. [5]

2 To investigate the connection among work and sustainability
based on literature review Literature review: Mapping the relationships Bolis et al. [63]

3
To identify research trends of ergonomics and sustainability

and connecting areas where human factors can play a
significant role in sustainable development

Review of Literature Radjiyev et al. [27]

4 To reveals on the effect sustainability has had and is having on
areas of ergonomics and human factors Review Haslam and Waterson [30]

5 To investigate sustainable manufacturing and the role of
human factor or ergonomics in attaining it Literature review Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek and Saniuk [25]

6
To provide an overview on indicators and goals for sustainable

production planning and controlling processes in
manufacturing industries from a human factors viewpoint

Root cause analysis Zarte et al. [64]

7
To investigate and identify ergonomics-based factors of

sustainable product considering the interaction of product with
society across its life cycle

Fuzzy Delphi method Lin et al. [9]

8 To analyze ergonomics contribution to sustainability Literature Review Martin et al. [29]

9
To show that the objectives of ergonomics are thoroughly
associated with the objectives of design for environmental

sustainability
Review Thatcher [65]

10 To study the role of ergonomics in supporting the work on
sustainability Literature review and expert survey Ryan and Wilson [28]
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Appendix B

Table A2. Summary studies on framework and assessment methodologies of manufacturing process/product Sustainability.

No. Objective Methodology No of Indicators Used Authors

1
To provide a method for identifying

sustainability criteria and propose how it can
be applied in manufacturing industries

A sustainability compliance index
and qualitative measurement scale

for the criteria

5 sustainability criteria considered
under each of 4 sustainability principle Hallstedt [66]

2 To determine sustainability index of small and
medium scale manufacturing industry

An interactive model based on user
responses

29 energy efficiency, 15 waste
management and 33 worker health and

safety
Latif, Gopalakrishnan [4]

3
To develop a suitable methodology for product

sustainability evaluation considering triple
bottom line across product life cycle.

SAFT: Sustainability assessment
using fuzzy-inference technique

20, 26 and 9 influencing factors
under environmental, economic and
social aspects identified, whereas 4, 5,

and 4 used for case study

Sabaghi, Mascle [24]

4
To investigate the effect of sustainability on the

manufacturing industries; and as most
promising areas of research and development.

Literature review no specific number of indicators
mentioned Garetti and Taisch [18]

5

To provide tool that evaluates the
sustainability index (SI) of manufactured

products and processes considering the pillars
of sustainability

Evaluation score: Data
normalization process and

aggregation
Case study

16, 10 and 3 indicators
under economic-technological,

environmental, and social respectively
Schuch Bork, de Souza [67]

6
To provide an approach of calculating

sustainable industrial index as measurement
for a combined sustainable level.

Analytical hierarchy process (AHP)
16, 8, and 9 under environmental

stewardship, economic growth and
social wellbeing respectively

Ocampo [32]

7 To evaluate sustainability of configuration
design alternatives

Weighted decision matrix and
artificial neural network

8, 8, and 9 under environmental,
economic and social aspect respectively Hassan, Saman [68]

8
To suggest a sustainability index that shows
companies level on the three dimension of

sustainability

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Case study

7 social, 3 economic and
4 environmental F. Salvado, Azevedo [69]

9
To provide the framework of the key

performance indicators to help the enterprise
in importing sustainable development criteria

Balanced scorecard (BSc) and
Quality Function Deployment

9 economy, 12 environmental and
8 society Hsu, Chang [70]
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Table A2. Cont.

No. Objective Methodology No of Indicators Used Authors

10
To propose a sustainability assessment model
considering a correlation matrix between the

three pillars of sustainability.

Correlation matrix and balanced
score card

4 social, 4 environmental and
4 economic Nicoletti Junior, de Oliveira [71]

11
To investigate measurement methods that are
used to evaluate sustainability performance of

supply chains
Literature review no specific number of indicators

mentioned Qorri, Mujkić [72]

12 To provide a business model that aids
enterprise work in a more sustainable way Business model

Equal number of key factors for
sustainable business model used under
the social, economic and environmental

Matinaro, Liu [73]

13
To identify the most appropriate sustainable

indicators for enterprises operating in yachting
industry

Literature review 7 economic, 21 environmental and
16 social Hojnik, Biloslavo [74]

14
To evaluate sustainability in supply chain by

incorporating uncertain, inadequate,
and subjective in nature sources of information

Analytical hierarchy process (AHP);
Hierarchical evidential reasoning

(HER)

5 economic, 5 environmental and
5 social Bappy, Ali [31]

15

To review the studies and investigates the
indicators of sustainability of manufacturing

sectors in viewpoint of triple bottom line
(TBLs)

Literature survey
63 environmental indicators from

24 studies, 26 indicators from 21 studies
and 55 indicators from 21 studies

Ahmad, Wong [11]

16 To discusses the sustainable manufacturing Concepts, implementation
techniques and assessment

14 manufacturing cost, 13 personal
health and safety, 16 waste

management,12 energy consumption
and 14 environmental impact

Kishawy, Hegab [75]

17

To identify key performance indicators(KPIs)
related to sustainability issue and propose

mechanism of integrating them in company
strategies

Review and survey
4 economic goals, 5 social goals and

5 environmental goals used as
sustainability perspective

Hristov and Chirico [76]
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Appendix C

Table A3. Linguistic terms with their corresponding Likert scale and value of fuzzy numbers.

Likert Scale Triangular Fuzzy Number (TFN) Linguistic Variable or Definition

1 (0.0, 0.0, 0.125) Less important (LI)
2 (0.0, 0.125, 0.25) Judgment values between LI and F
3 (0.125, 0.25, 0.375) Fair (F)
4 (0.25, 0.375, 0.5) Judgment values between F and I
5 (0.375, 0.5, 0.625) Important (I)
6 (0.5, 0.625, 0.75) Judgment values between I and VI
7 (0.625, 0.75, 0.875) Very important (VI)
8 (0.75, 0.875, 1.0) Judgment values between VI and EI
9 (0.875, 1.0, 1.0) Extremely important (EI)
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